How One Community’s

AWARD-WINNING
Technology Integration Improved Safety
When it comes to technology for Senior Living, there is an array of
products and designs that boost safety, efficiency and marketability, and
it can be a challenge to create the right technology solution for a particular
community. For IntegraCare’s Hunters Woods at Trails Edge, the right
combination of unique technology design and state-of-the-art equipment
was recognized with a 2019 McKnight’s Senior Living Excellence in
Technology Gold Award.

HUNTERS WOODS
AT TRAILS EDGE Reston, VA
Project Type: New Construction
Care Type: Independent Living,
Assisted Living and Memory Care
Operator: IntegraCare
Units: 210
Services Provided: Technology Design
and Procurement

IntegraCare partnered with Direct Supply to create a forward-thinking,
world-class technology ecosystem. See how their technology helps
improve the lives of residents, guests and staff members:

Project Overview

Located in Reston, VA, Hunters Woods at Trails Edge is an innovative
senior community that provides an active lifestyle for residents. With
more than 300,000 square feet, the community offers four levels of care,
including Independent Living, Assisted Living, Memory Care and Life
Bridges, which provides care to higher-acuity residents. Centralized
operations, like foodservice, administration, maintenance and
housekeeping, serve all four levels of care. In such a large building,
monitoring all operational systems can be challenging, and
IntegraCare needed superior safety and communications features
to help differentiate this community.

Innovative Solutions

IntegraCare chose to partner with Direct Supply to create a technology
solution for their unique community. The Direct Supply Technology
Solutions team of experts:




Coordinated the design to future-proof the technology investment
Simplified fulfillment of systems through one source
Facilitated engineering and installation needs

Take a peek at some of the innovative systems on the reverse side 

Datasheet

The Integrated Systems Solution Set

Emergency Call
As the central reporting and
communication platform, this
system acts as the integration
destination for all systems and
keeps staff informed of key
actionable events.

Network Infrastructure (WiFi)
Surveillance
The network, inclusive of WiFi
With the ability to see real-time
and wired LAN connectivity,
or recorded footage, building
4x4 MU-MIMO 802.11ac Wave 2 Access Point
security staff can access
Model: UAP-nanoHD is designed and deployed to
meet the rigorous business,
valuable imagery around
social and visitor requirements
the campus via app or
to keep everyone and
network-connected workstation.
everything connected.

Electronic Access Control
Residents, family and staff
members electronically access
doors that are integrated with
power-assist openers, which
automates use while allowing
door activity monitoring 24/7.

Four-Stream 802.11ac Wave 2 Technology
Supports 200+ Concurrent Users
802.3af PoE Compatibility

Wander Monitoring
Staff members monitor
real-time data to
prevent possible
elopement situations.

Intercom
Staff remotely open doors
from an app whenever a
visitor activates the intercom
station, which is an essential
functionality during evening
hours or when staff
are mobile.

The integration of these technology systems provides the highest level
of safety and convenience for residents while reducing the burden on
staff and decreasing the response time, ultimately keeping residents
safer and staff happier.
Plus, prospective residents’ families can see the obvious benefit to the
state-of-the-art safety measures. With detailed reports on who entered
the resident’s room, real-time data to facilitate faster staff response
times and the option of power-assist door openers, this building
provides excellent peace of mind for families.

Learn how Direct Supply can help with all of your technology needs by calling

1-800-889-6504 or visiting DirectSupply.com/TechnologySolutions.
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Structured Cabling
All of the essential category,
fiber optic, network and
communication cable has
been purposely designed and
deployed to meet business
needs now and in the future.

